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The Recaro Speed V is a true bolt-in seat kit designed specifically for THE American sportscar legend - from the 1997 model until today.
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The Recaro Sportster GT features a sleek lightweight backrest with Recaro’s victory design, using advanced performance materials.

05_RECARO_Expert Houndstooth
The Recaro Expert M Houndstooth is a sport seat with a distinguished retro look and a perfect blend of style, comfort and performance.

06_RECARO_Expert_Interior
The Recaro Expert serves as the basis for the limited Expert Houndstooth. To suit various body sizes the seat cushions are available with variations in length, height and the side bolsters’ contour.
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Recaro Pole Position NG (FIA): a racing seat with optimal body support during high g-forces plus great long-term driver comfort.
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The Recaro Profi and Profi XL are featuring “built-in” structured lumbar support and shock-absorbing foam. This ergonomic S-shaped fiberglass racing shell seat protects against spinal compression.
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The Recaro Pro Racer XL is FIA certified and crash tested: This racing shell provides side-impact neck protection, developed and optimized for the use of HANS® head and neck support systems.
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Martin C. Klein, head of Recaro Automotive Seating

016_RECARO_Facts
Recaro Automotive Seating is manufacturing premium seats that make the difference in ergonomics, safety and comfort.
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